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It's in the details

The woven-metal bow-tie badge is
very smaft; like many interior features,
the pedals are machined from billet
aluminum; the sleek side-view mirrors
likely would be bigger for production.

40 mph and fairly low revs. (Neither the
speedo nor the tach actually works.) We never
get beyond third gear. What can we tell you
about the way a production Camaro would
actually drive? Not a helluva lot.

GM vice chairman Bob Lutz has indicated
that, in order for a viable business case to be
made for the Camaro, projected annual sales
would have to break the six-figure barrier. You
don't have to get the concept car to 60 mph in
five seconds or blast into triple digits to know
that there ought to be at least a hundred thou-
sand people out there who would want to buy
this car if it ever reaches showrooms. After all,
one of the bright spots in Ford's recent gloom
has been the Mustang, which sold some
160,000 copies last year, so GM ought to be
able to turn two-thirds that many Camaros.
This car looks awesome, it will be available with
a V-8 driving the rear wheels, and it will be
affordable. Most important, unlike so many
vehicles in GM's stable, it's a car that commands
people's attention. Why else would dozens of
automotive journalists from North and South
America and Europe have clamored for the
opportunity to get behind the wheel of a frag-
ile Camaro prototy?e that was so emasculated,
you couldn't even hope to burn rubber?

Clearly, it's too early for anybody to pro-
nounce what a factory Camaro will be
like to drive, although some quarters have
attempted to do so. We can tell you, though,
that sitting in the Camaro's cabin while the
vehicle is in motion just feels right. There's
more than a whiffof retro design in here, but
the overall ambience hits all the high notes.
Of course, the copious use of billet aluminum
for the gearshifter, the center console, the
pedals, and the other trim is bound to help any
car's interior; it's too bad none of it will ever
see a showroom. The big sweeps of orange
trim on the dash and the door panels, though,
are production feasible. "We were going for an
anodized [aluminum] look," says Roustemis.
"The orange material is painted Plexiglas,
which gives more depth to the color." The
orange trim is mirrored in the secondary
gauges in the center console, which thrusts
under the instrument panel like a spear, just
like the original Camaro's did.

The wide, short CinemaScope windshield
frames the view over the long, broad hood in a
way that most of today's sharply sloped wind-
shields do not. What you see immediately in
front of you, of course, is familiar to anyone
who's ever been in a first-seneration Camaro.
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There's the deep-dish steering wheel, al-
though its spokes are much thicker than the
original's. Beyond the wheel, the prominent
nvin gauge cluster reaching deep into the dash
also harla back to l969.ltwas drawn at GM's
California studios by a Frenchman, Julien
Montousse, who evolved the surrounding
chrome recangles into strong architectural
elements. In a bit of Gallic-influenced hyper-
bole, he says that "the cluster is the window to
the soul of the Camaro." Mais bien sfi.a fulim.

In our March issue, we detailed the cir-
cuitous road the Camaro concept followed
through GM's design studios before it landed
like a meteorite on the Chevy stand at this
year's Deroit auto show. We also described
the engineering and financial hurdles that the
Camaro must leap before it can roll off an
assembly line. The concept car was cobbled
together on a modified Cadillac CTS/STS
platform, but a production Camaro likely
would ride on a version of the rear-wheel-
driveZetaplatform from GM's Down Under
division, Holden. Will the Camaro have a live
rear axle, like the Mustang, or be indepen-
dendy suspended? It will all come down to
money. A V-6-powered model priced in the

low $20,000s is crucial in order for the car to
meet volume targets and to compete with the
Mustang. GM has plenty of six- and eight-

rylinder engines in its stable. A V-8 would
need to be cost-effective and more powerful
than the Mustang's 300-hp unit, yet not rub up
against the 400-hp Corvette.

In the same way that the Mustang has been
a megawatt star for Ford, the Camaro could be
one for GM, which could certainly use such a
vehicle rightnow. Amodern, relevant Camaro
could ride the current muscle car wave, which
shows no sign of abating. More important, it
could senre as an image flagship for a resurgent
Chevybrand in awaythatthe more expensive
Corvette cannot.

There are lots of questions to be answered
about the Camaro, but the main one for GM
to concern itself with is how, not if, it will
take the car to the masses. Only American
automakers have the heritage to build pony
cars, and pony cars are one of the best ways for
Detroit to reconnectwith an
indifferent public. General
Motors has to build the
Camaro, because Toyota and
Hvundai and BMW cant. I
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